Setting a Higher Bar

About Chang | Klein

MAKING A REAL
DIFFERENCE IN
CLIENTS' LIVES
Proudly affiliated with Athea Trial Lawyers LLP,
founded by Deborah Chang, we are a boutique
law firm located in California. We specialize
in finding compelling stories and causes in
complicated, high profile cases involving
wrongful death and catastrophic injuries with
a social justice element. We love to fight for
justice on behalf of our clients to make the
world a better and safer place for everyone.
We are proud that we have effectuated
meaningful changes in the law and in many
industries as a result of our landmark cases.

Known for our relentless passion, as well as
the use of the latest, cutting-edge technology
coupled with beautiful, compelling visual
graphics, we have obtained some of the
highest record verdicts and settlements
in the country. We find winning strategies
where others cannot through innovative
brainstorming and creative, out-of-the-box
thinking.
Recognized by our peers as some of the top
trial lawyers in America, we prepare every
case as if it is going to trial and we leave no
stone unturned in our never-ending pursuit
of the truth to get our clients the results they
deserve and need. With nearly ninety years
of cumulative trial experience, our legacy of
success speaks for itself.
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VERDICTS & SETTLEMENTS
$ 1 60, 50 0 , 0 0 0

$2 7, 400, 000

$20 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0

$17 ,0 0 0 , 0 0 0

Verdict: TBI injury inflicted
by security guards in casino

Verdict: Wrongful death
of child in vehicle vs.
pedestrian collision

Settlement: Dangerous
condition of roadway
leading to bicyclist
catastrophic injuries

Verdict: Wrongful death of
visually impaired adult son
of mother

$ 1 0 5 , 00 0 ,0 0 0
Verdict: Medical fraud

$2 4, 000, 000

$ 3 6, 4 0 0 , 0 0 0

Settlement: Personal
watercraft explosion

Verdict: Trucking accident;
catastrophic injuries

$2 1, 000, 000

$ 3 4 , 50 0 ,0 0 0

Verdict: Truck vs. vehicle;
multiple injuries

Verdict: Truck vs. bicycle
accident; amputation

$2 0, 5 00, 000

$ 3 2 , 5 0 0 ,0 0 0
Settlement: Against City
of Beverly Hills for truck
accidents
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Verdict: Wrongful death;
student killed at dangerous
school bus stop

$2 0, 000, 000
Verdict: TBI from truck vs.
car collision

$15,0 0 0 , 0 0 0
$19,800,000
Verdict: Explosion case
resulting in burns

Settlement: Wage and
hour class action

$14,900 , 0 0 0
$17 ,850 ,0 0 0
Verdict: Wrongful deaths
due to jet crash in home

Settlement: Vehicle vs.
motorcycle collision;
amputation and TBI

$17 ,40 0 ,0 0 0

$12,500 , 0 0 0

Verdict: Multiple vehicle
collision caused by truck;
TBI and jaw injuries

Settlement: Tank explosion

$12,000 , 0 0 0
Settlement: Auto
collision passenger with
catastrophic injuries

$ 11, 0 0 0 , 0 0 0

$9,900,000

$ 7 ,50 0 ,0 0 0

$5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0

Settlement: Pharmaceutical
products liability

Verdict: Motorcycle vs. car
collision; amputation

Verdict: Wrongful death of
adult daughter in truck vs.
bicycle collision

Settlement: Medical
malpractice

$ 10 , 450 , 0 0 0

$9,900,000

Verdict: Wrongful death of
husband/father of adult
children due to vehicle vs.
pedestrian collision

Settlement: Detached
truck part vs. vehicle
collision leading to TBI and
other injuries

$ 10 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0

$ 8, 10 0 , 0 0 0

Verdict: Wrongful death of
child

Settlement: Motorcyclist
injury in collision with
paper roll which fell on
roadway

$ 10 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0
Settlement: Vehicle vs.
motorcycle collision;
amputation

$4 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0
$ 6,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
Settlement: Trip and fall
wrongful death

Settlement: TBI resulting
from vehicle vs. motorcycle
collision

$ 5,50 0 ,0 0 0

$4 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0

Settlement: Wrongful
death of teenager in truck
vs. vehicle collision

Settlement: Vehicle vs.
pedestrian collision in
crosswalk; TBI

$ 5,3 10 ,0 0 0

$4 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0

$ 8, 0 0 0 , 0 0 0

Settlement: Wrongful
death

Settlement: Truck collision
wrongful death

$ 5,2 0 0 ,0 0 0

Settlement: Catastrophic
injuries resulting from
emergency fire truck vs.
pedestrian

Settlement: Electrocution
of apprentice electrician
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Innovative.
Creative.
Passionate.
Fierce.

DEBORAH CHANG
Partner & Trial Attorney

Deborah Chang is a trial lawyer, the
founder of Athea Trial Lawyers LLP, and
is also a partner with Chang | Klein LLP
in Los Angeles. She focuses her practice
representing plaintiffs in complex
catastrophic injury/wrongful death
cases and has achieved some of the
highest verdicts and settlements in the
country.
Deborah has been an integral part of

the teams in significant and important
trials, including the Michael Jackson
wrongful death case, the first ASR
model hip implant trial tried in the
country, and a $160,500,000 verdict that
led to significant changes in industries
using security guards. Many of her cases
of first impression led to significant
changes in industry standards and
practices that improved safety for the
public, including the following:

in establishing that colleges and
universities in California have a duty to
protect students from known dangers
in the classroom (Rosen v. The Regents
of the University of California).

Bringing the first class action in the
country on behalf of prisoners with
AIDS in a maximum security prison,
which led to a landmark settlement
that established medical, programming,
and housing protocols nationwide and
Record $17 million verdict in wrongful
was cited with approval by the 1991
death of an adult child that ensured
Report to the President and Senate by
that visually impaired patrons using
the National Commission on AIDS. She
trains would be protected from falling in thereafter drafted enacted Connecticut
the gap between cars – thereby setting legislation that permitted the release of
the stage for changes throughout the
terminally ill prisoners, and established
industry nationwide (Cuhbertson v.
the first medical scholarship for
LACMTA).
individuals pursuing a nursing degree to
work with patients with AIDS.
After a nearly ten-year battle in
the trial court, Court of Appeal and
In 1996, she brought the first lawsuit
California Supreme Court, she prevailed in the country based on the Violence

Against Women Act of 1994, 42 U.S.C.
section 13891 (VAWA) and successfully
argued for the upholding of the
constitutionality of the statute in the
first federal court to consider the issue.
After reaching a settlement in the case,
she lectured extensively on the issue of
gender-motivated violence, and was a
guest commentator on several national
television shows regarding the statute,
both before and after the United States
Supreme Court eventually ruled that the
civil remedy portion of the statute was
unconstitutional.
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Nota b l e Re s u lt s

• A $14,900,000 settlement for a
motorcyclist struck by a car

• The largest personal injury verdict in
San Francisco

• A record $160,500,000 jury verdict for
a traumatic brain injury sustained at a
nightclub

• A $8,100,000 settlement for a
motorcyclist striking a paper roll that
dropped on a roadway

• The two largest wrongful death
verdicts in California in 2014

• A $37,500,000 global settlement
for plaintiffs sustaining injuries and
damages resulting from two truck
accidents occurring on Loma Vista
Drive in the city of Beverly Hills

• Received two of the Top 100 Personal
Injury Settlements in the United States
in 2019

• A $24,000,000 settlement for plaintiffs
sustaining injuries in a products
liability lawsuit
• A $20,500,000 verdict for the wrongful
death of a child at a school crossing
• A $20,000,000 settlement for a
bicyclist in a dangerous condition of
roadway case
• A $17,000,000 verdict for the wrongful
death of a visually impaired man who
fell in a gap between rail cars at a
LACMTA station

• Received one of the Top 50 motor
vehicle accident settlements in the
United States in 2019
• The largest wrongful death verdict for
non-economic damages for the death
of an adult child
• The largest personal injury verdict
($17,400,000) in North County, San
Diego (Vista)
• The largest personal injury verdict
($17,400,000) in North County, San
Diego (Vista)
• The largest personal injury verdict in
Imperial County (El Centro)

• Four of the top 25 verdicts in California
in 2015
• Four of the top 25 verdicts in California
in 2016
• The second largest settlement
obtained in California in 2017, and the
largest motor vehicle settlement in
California in 2014
• The second largest settlement
obtained for premises liability in
California in 2019
• Two of the largest settlements
obtained for motor vehicle accidents
in California in 2019
• One of the top 50 settlements for
motor vehicle accidents in the United
States in 2019
• Two of the top 100 settlements for

motor vehicle accidents in the United
States in 2019
• One of the top 10 settlements in
premises liability in the United States
in 2019

Ach ievement s
• Recipient, 2019 California Lawyer
Attorneys of the Year (CLAY) Award
for her work in Rosen, which has also
been listed by the Daily Journal as the
Top Appellate Reversal of 2018.
• Selected as one of the 500 Leading
Plaintiff Consumer Lawyers by
Lawdragon.
• Selected by the National Law Journal/
ALM as one of the 2018 Elite Trial
Lawyers in the inaugural Elite Women
of the Plaintiffs’ Bar category. The fi
nalists were selected after thorough
research analysis, and vetting by

editors and reporters at VerdictSearch,
Law.com, and the National Law
Journal.
• Included in The American Lawyer’s
2018 Titans of the Industry.
• Selected by the National Trial Lawyers
as Top 100 Plaintiff Attorney.
• Named in multiple years by the Daily
Journal as one of the Top 100 Lawyers
in California, one of the Top Plaintiff
Lawyers in California, and as one of
the Top Women Lawyers in California.
• Recipient, Consumer Attorneys of
California (CAOC) Consumer Attorney
of the Year Award in 2014, and was a
finalist for that award in 2012, 2016,
2017, and 2020.
• Recipient, CAOC Women’s Caucus
2017 Women Consumer Advocate
of the Year Award for outstanding
commitment to furthering the
education and careers of women trial
lawyers.

• Selected for inclusion in Super
Lawyers for Southern California and
Best Lawyers in America

A s s o ciat io ns
• 2021 President, Consumer Attorneys of
California
• 2021 Vice President and 2022
President, Los Angeles Chapter of the
American Board of Trial Advocates
(ABOTA); Executive Committee and
National Board Member
• Consumer Attorneys Association of Los
Angeles (CAALA)
• Los Angeles County Bar Association,
President’s Advisory Committee of
Women
• American Association for Justice (AAJ),
Member, Diversity Committee
• American Fellow, International Society
of Barristers: membership is by

invitation only which is proceeded
by a rigorous screening process
that considers the lawyer’s ability,
experience, accomplishments and
ethical standards as assessed by trial
lawyers and judges.
• Fellow, Litigation Counsel of America,
a trial lawyer honorary society com
posed of less than one-half of one
percent of American lawyers.
• National Trial Lawyers Top 100 Plaintiff
Attorney: Membership is extended
only to the select few of the most
qualified attorneys from each state
or region who demonstrate superior
qualifications of leadership, reputation,
influence, stature and public profile
measured by objective and uniformly
applied standards.

Prior Experienc e
Prior to her practice at Panish Shea & Boyle LLP, Deborah represented
both plaintiffs and defendants throughout the country in products liability,
commercial litigation, professional liability securities fraud, and complex
tort cases. She previously served as local, regional, and national counsel
for a variety of companies, insurers, and manufacturers, including AIG
Excess and Ford Motor Company. Understanding how defendants and
insurers analyze and prepare cases has been invaluable to Deborah, and
has been an important reason why she has achieved record settlements
and verdicts.
As part of her trial practice, Deborah has been extensively involved in jury
research and focus groups. In 2000, she helped conceptualize and launch
one of the first companies to provide online focus groups from a unique
database of nearly 3.5 million Internet users. The service was used by
trial attorneys and insurers in prominent cases pending throughout the
country, and was recognized by The National Law Journal as a helpful tool
for assessing the strength and value of cases. For over a year, she served
as its CEO and General Counsel.

"We set and strive for a higher bar in everything we do. We will never give up until
10

we meet or exceed that bar." -Deborah Chang
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CANDICE KLEIN
Partner & Trial Attorney

emotional injuries. She understands

extension of her own family. She takes

that these injuries not only affect the

pride in building personal relationships

victims, but their family members as

with each one of her clients and their

well. She has recovered millions of

loved ones, and they know that she

dollars in jury verdicts and settlements

is someone whom they can trust and

on behalf of her clients.

confide in during the ups and downs of
litigation.

Candice knew she wanted to be an

Candice Klein is a founding partner of
Chang | Klein LLP. She has over 20 years
of experience fighting and championing
causes for plaintiffs, specializing in
wrongful death, catastrophic personal
injury, sexual assault and childhood
sexual abuse cases. Candice works on
every case with an unshakable devotion
to help those who have suffered
permanent and serious physical or

attorney since she was 6 years old. Due

Candice was a trial attorney with Panish

to circumstances in her own life, she

Shea & Boyle LLP for seven years, and

felt the need to help others and to be

prior to that, she was a partner at

the voice for those who could not stand

Carpenter, Zuckerman & Rowley LLP,

up for themselves. Immediately after

where she exclusively represented

being sworn in as a new lawyer, she was injured people. She has tried more than
handed a file and told to go try it. Upon

30 jury trials to verdict and has a proven

entering the courtroom, Candice knew

track record of winning difficult cases.

that she was where she was meant
to be, and that first trial solidified her

Having completed UCLA’s esteemed

passion for litigation and advocacy.

Gross Anatomy Program for Litigators,

Standing up and speaking for her clients a science-based program designed
is something that comes naturally

to teach enrolled attorneys human

because she sees her clients as an

anatomy, Candice is particularly

effective at explaining her clients'

Attorneys of California (CAOC), the

in being a working mama. Like others

medical damages to juries. With

Consumer Attorneys of Los Angeles

in her situation, she thrives in the

detailed lectures followed by actual

(CAALA), the San Diego County Bar

noisy chaos of juggling depositions

laboratory time dissecting human

Association, as well as the Los Angeles

and hearing dates with remote

cadavers, the course materials closely

County Bar Association.

school classes and making lunches.

tracked the basic human anatomy class

Candice, her husband, Shawn, and

that every first year medical student

Currently serving as the Co-Chair of the

their son, Griffin, make their happy

must pass. She is also a graduate of

Women in Law Committee for CAALA,

home in Topanga with their dog, Lacy,

Gerry Spence’s prestigious Trial Lawyers

Candice is an active member who is

where they enjoy the local trails and

College at the Ranch in Wyoming,

dedicated to women’s and children’s

proximity to the beach. Her family is

and received her law degree from

rights. She was recently elected to

always ready for an adventure and to

Southwestern Law School.

the CAALA Board of Governors and is

try new things!

a Board Member Emeritus of the Los
Candice has been named a Super

Angeles Trial Lawyers’ Charities (LATLC),

Candice’s compassion, care and

Lawyer in Southern California since

which provides financial assistance

understanding have changed her

2018 and recognized among the Best

to the homeless, hungry, disabled,

clients’ lives. Their words speak for

Lawyers in America in the practice

survivors of abuse, veterans, and

themselves:

area of Personal Injury Litigation –

children’s education.

Plaintiffs. She has served as a speaker
at numerous seminars involving civil

Shattering gender stereotypes of a

litigation, from pre-litigation through

woman having to choose between a

trial, for entities such as the Consumer

career or a family, Candice takes pride
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“My family, specifically our 3 year-old
daughter, got through a terrible accident
both physically and mentally because
of Candice Klein…my daughter…looked
at Candice as her personal “super hero.”
I now believe, with the right team,
sometimes justice does prevail.”
-Brooke B.
“Candice’s patience, kind heart, and
confidence and knowledge made
my mother feel at ease. She involved
our whole family through the whole
process; the passion for doing what’s
right was clearly evident when working
with her – as a family we felt like we
weren’t just another case but real
people who needed support…”
-Giovanni N.
“I wanted to express my gratitude for
Candice Klein and her incredible team
of women who helped me through
a very difficult time in my life. From
14

my very first meeting with Candice, I
knew in my heart that she would be
representing me. She worked diligently
with me for over a year and a half and
comforted me through my many mental
breakdowns. She was more than my
attorney, she was a friend I could rely
on. She is compassionate, professional
and knows her stuff. For anybody who
has been through the legal system,
you know that it’s a mentally draining
process. And for anybody who is new to
this, just like I was, you want Candice
on your team because it’s tough. I
was the type of client who needed
her hand held the entire time. I asked
many questions, had many moments
of doubt, but it never seemed to bother
Candice when I texted/called or emailed
her. She was extremely responsive and
put my priorities on the top of her list.
If you’re reading this and are in need
of an attorney, I would wholeheartedly
recommend Candice and her wonderful

team because they’ve changed my life.”
-L.M., sexual assault victim
“My attorney, Candice Klein, was
attentive and sympathetic to me from
the get-go. She was warm in character
but fierce when it came to advocating
for me.”
-Eden T.

Assoc iat ions
• 2021 Board of Governors, Consumer
Attorneys Association of Los Angeles
(CAALA)
• Co-Chair of Women in Law Committee,
Consumer Attorneys Association of Los
Angeles (CAALA)
• Board Member Emeritus, Los Angeles
Trial Lawyers’ Charities (LATLC)
• Consumer Attorneys of California
(CAOC), Member

We want
cases we
can elevate
into causes.
“Women should not have to choose between being a great lawyer or a great
mother. I choose to be both." -Candice Klein
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SARAH SCHECKEL
KIM

A compassionate and successful

obtaining a protective order which kept

advocate, Sarah always takes the

a uniquely fragile, sexual assault victim

time to connect with her clients and

from being deposed.

Trial Attorney

understand their injuries and losses.
According to her, there is nothing more

Sarah, a 2020 Super Lawyers Rising

rewarding than being able to make her

Star, received her B.A. from UCLA (Go

clients feel heard and understood.

Bruins!) and her J.D. from Loyola Law
School, here in Los Angeles. While

After five years as a trial attorney at
Panish Shea & Boyle, LLP, Sarah Kim
joins Chang Klein, LLP with extensive
experience in representing personal
injury plaintiffs — especially in matters
involving wrongful death, catastrophic
injury, sexual assault and childhood
sexual abuse.
16

Sarah’s unwavering passion for the law

in law school she interned with the

combined with her innovative approach

Los Angeles County District Attorney,

to storytelling have yielded countless

Appellate Division and the Federal

victories. Some of these career

Public Defender’s Office – Habeus

highlights include compelling a special

Corpus Division.

needs school to produce documents
which ultimately proved it negligently

Born and raised in the Chicago area,

supervised a young girl, leading to her

Sarah has made southern California

sexual assault by another student;

her home for the past fifteen years and

handily defeating a motion for summary

is still not missing those midwestern

judgment involving the recreational use

winters. She describes herself as an

immunity; beating a motion to compel

avid reader and an adventurous traveler.

production of pre-incident social media

Sarah loves to explore and try new

posts of a plaintiff; and successfully

foods, especially street foods, both here

in Los Angeles and all over the world.

Ach ievement s
• 2020 Super Lawyers Rising Star

Acco mp lis h ment s
• Consumer Attorneys Association of Los
Angeles
• Consumer Attorneys of California
• Woman’s Lawyers Association of Los
Angeles
• Los Angeles California Bar Association
• American Association for Justice

“When women work and support each other, they can accomplish anything."
-Sarah Scheckel Kim
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MARY ELLEN
WHITEMAN,
R.N., J.D.
Nurse Attorney

head nurse in one of the largest and

Massachusetts and Pennsylvania, and

most respected teaching hospitals and

is currently admitted in the great state

tertiary care centers in New England,

of Maine. Married to a physician whom

Mary Ellen then completed law school

she met as a resident when she was

in Philadelphia. After clerking for the

a nurse, Mary Ellen and her husband

Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas,

raised two talented sons (twins!) in their

she became an accomplished attorney

lovely tranquil town of Cape Elizabeth,

and worked for some of the largest

Maine. In her spare time, she is a

and most prestigious defense law

devoted “foodie” and supporter of great

firms in the country, including Day

local restaurants, an accomplished chef

Berry & Howard (now Day Pitney) and

and baker, an avid gardener, and the

Cummings & Lockwood in Connecticut,

proud past winner of one of the town’s

and Womble Carlyle (now Womble

spelling contests.

Bond Dickinson) in North Carolina.
Mary Ellen is a nurse attorney who
received her B.S.N. from the University
of Rhode Island and her J.D. from
Temple University in Philadelphia.
After a rewarding career as an R.N.
in the neuro-intensive care unit at
Boston Children’s Hospital and as a

She then realized that her true calling

Mary Ellen has played an active and

was working with and for plaintiffs

important role working on important

in meaningful personal injury cases

cases and trials with record-breaking

involving catastrophic injuries.

verdicts and settlements. She and
Deborah Chang have worked together

Mary Ellen has been licensed

for over 30 years in cases of first

to practice law in the states of

impression throughout the country,

Connecticut, North Carolina,

including a class action representing

prisoners with AIDS that became
a model for the treatment and
housing of HIV-infected prisoners

BIBI FELL
Partner & Trial Attorney

throughout the country. One of her

combining her intellect and creativity
to forge a path to victory in trial courts,
the California Court of Appeals, and the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.

favorite memories is visiting Ward
9, designated by the prison as the

Drawn to fight for individuals, rather

“AIDS ward”, to deliver holiday gifts

than corporate interests, Bibi’s focus

while she was pregnant.

has been on helping injured people for
the last decade. In 2018, Bibi obtained

As a nurse, attorney and mother,

the #1 Intentional Torts Verdict in

Mary Ellen works on each of our

California, the #2 Personal Injury Verdict

clients’ cases with expertise,
passion, and devotion. Her
extensive medical knowledge and
ability to focus on important issues
in medical records enable us to
paint a full picture of the devasting
impact that catastrophic injuries
have on the patient and their family
members.

Bibi Fell is a founder of Athea Trial
Lawyers and the founder of Fell Law
in San Diego. She primarily practices
in the areas of catastrophic injury and
wrongful death. After graduating magna
cum laude, Bibi started her career
handling complex business litigation
matters at the then-largest law firm in
the world. She obtained outstanding
results in bet-the-company litigation by

in California, and a Top 10 Verdict in
the United States. Bibi’s noteworthy
results include a $105,000,000 verdict
in a medical fraud case wherein
she served as lead trial counsel, a
$15,000,000 wage and hour class action
settlement, a $5,310,000 settlement in
a wrongful death case, a $5,000,000
settlement in a medical malpractice
case, a $5,000,000 settlement for a boy
19

hit while riding a bicycle, a $1,850,000

Lawdragon’s Top 500 Plaintiff’s Lawyers.

• Superlawyers

case, and a $1,300,000 settlement in a

Other lawyers want to learn from the

• 2019 Recipient of the Outstanding Trial
Lawyer Award by CASD

drunk driving case.

best, and Bibi devotes substantial time

settlement in a medical malpractice

to teaching young lawyers and law

• One of three finalists for Consumer
Attorneys of San Diego’s 2018 “Trial
Lawyer of the Year”

Bibi is a member of the American Board

students how to work up and try cases.

of Trial Advocates (ABOTA). Membership

She has taught Advanced Trial Advocacy

is extended by invitation only to lawyers

at the University of San Diego, School

• The National Trial Lawyers: Top 100
Trial Lawyers

who have demonstrated extensive trial

of Law since 2015 and the ABOTA Trial

experience, civility and professionalism.

College at Harvard Law School as a

• Top Attorneys in Southern California

In 2020, Bibi received the Pepperdine

Teaching Fellow, directs the National

Trial Lawyers Conference “Trial Lawyer

Institute for Trial Advocacy Deposition

of the Year” award. In 2019, Bibi received

Skills, co-chairs the Alliance of Women

the Outstanding Trial Lawyer Award

Trial Lawyers annual conference, and

from the Consumer Attorneys of San

speaks at numerous trial advocacy

Diego. In 2018, Bibi was one of the three

conventions around the country.

finalists for Consumer Attorneys of San
Diego’s “Trial Lawyer of the Year.” She
has been selected to be a member of
The National Trial Lawyers: Top 100 Trial
Lawyers, the Daily Journal’s Top 100
Women Lawyers, Superlawyers, and

A chi ev ement s
• Daily Journal’s Top 100 Women
Lawyers

• University of San Diego, School of Law,
Rising Star Recent Alumni
• #2 Plaintiff Verdict in California in 2018
• #1 Intentional Tort Verdict in California
in 2018
• Top Ten Verdicts in the United States
2018
• Recipient, Top 500 Plaintiff’s Lawyers,
Lawdragon
• Pepperdine Trial Lawyers Conference
“Trial Lawyer of the Year” (2020)
• Successfully expanded the application

of the ineffective assistance of counsel • University of San Diego, School of Law,
doctrine in deportation proceedings to
Adjunct Professor
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in
• Consumer Attorneys of San Diego,
what is now a widely-cited published
Member, Consumer Attorneys of Los
opinion appearing in scholarly journals
Angeles, Member
• Successfully expanded the application • Justice Headquarters, Advisory Board
of strict products liability law to
Member
the sale of diseased live animals in
California
• Trial counsel in a four-month trial over
the ownership of four hospitals in
Orange County

As s o ciat ion s
• American Board of Trial Advocates,
Member, Trial College Fellow
• Alliance of Women Trial Lawyers,
Annual Conference Co-Chair
• National Institute for Trial Advocacy,
Advisory Board Member, Program
Director, Faculty
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PRACTICE
AREAS

Catastrophic Injuries

Motorcycle Accidents

Burdens placed on loved ones after a

When a motorcyclist is struck by a vehicle,

life-changing event can cause emotional

catastrophic injuries can occur.

trauma and financial ruin.

Traumatic Brain Injuries

Faulty equipment, poor management and

Injury to the brain can cause multifaceted

training, and driver negligence can destroy a

symptoms requiring long-term integrative

life in seconds.

treatment.

Product Liability

Amputations

Manufacturing companies have a

Your individual experience with partial

responsibility to keep products safe for

or complete amputation demands a

customers.

personalized approach.

Sexual Assault/Harassment
Taking decisive action restores your power
and protects your future. You don’t have to
suffer in silence.
22

Truck & Transportation Liability

Toxic Tort
Exposure to toxic chemicals or dangerous
substances can cause long-term injury.

Premises Liability
Owners of public spaces are required to
ensure their properties are safe for all
visitors.

Government Liability
State and local governments have a
responsibility to keep you safe on public
property.

Fire & Explosions
These disasters cause catastrophic
repercussions, including property damages,
injury, and death.

Electrocutions
Death or injuries caused by electrical shock
and/or electrical current can occur at work or
at home.
| 23
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Solutions For All Your Needs

SLIDE GIRL
We bring stories to life in the courtroom
That is what we are known for: key visuals that help you win at trial. And frankly, we are the best in the business at this
critical task—which is the key to our success.
How do we do it? We have a unique way of brainstorming a case, analyzing the jury instructions and verdict form, reviewing
the evidence, and distilling the case down to its very essence. We don’t stop until it is exactly right. We spend time with our
clients and their families and friends to persuasively capture the story of the case. We make sure they and/or their loved
ones are never forgotten.
Lawyers from all over the country have sought our expertise to go through our unique brainstorming and visual storytelling
process at all junctures of their cases: at the inception of the case, before and during litigation and discovery, and even right
before the trial.
And we don’t stop there. We think out-of-the-box with unfettered creativity and passion until we perfectly show and and tell
the story. Ingenious and inspiring slides, graphics, illustrations and animations. Models and demonstrative exhibits. Videos
24

used in mediations and closing arguments.
Whatever it takes to teach, inspire, motivate and
improve the odds of winning.
Studies confirm that juries remember what they
see more than what they hear. And when you
couple effective graphics with the right story,
jurors remember even more. We have a team
of talented lawyers, artists, medical illustrators,
photographers, videographers, editors,
storytellers, jury consultants, and marketing
professionals who will bring your story and your
case to life.
Spend time with us—and we will change the
way that you and the jury will see your case.
| 25
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Solutions For All Your Needs

VIRTUAL COURTROOM
Combining technology with the most effective jury consultants in the industry and our own
in-house nationwide recruiting firm.
We are innovating the industry. Using virtual technology like video remote meetings with document-sharing capabilities, a
focus group can proceed remotely and quickly in a cost-efficient manner. Improve the story of your case and effectiveness
of your exhibits by testing them with a real group of people. Get results instantly—without even leaving the comfort of your
home or office. Use technology to take your firm to the next level. Enter the real courtroom with data-driven confidence and
see the results in your verdicts.
We can also perform traditional online trial surveys using large sample sizes, which can be useful for developing jury selection
profiles and testing the impact of a specific piece of evidence or argument.

L e a rn m or e by vi s it in g vir t u alco ur t ro o m .l aw o nli ne !
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We specialize in finding compelling stories
and causes in complicated, high profile cases
involving wrongful death and catastrophic
injuries with a social justice element. We fight
for justice on behalf of our clients to make the
world a better and safer place for everyone.

44 Hermosa Avenue
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254
Phone: (310) 300-1080 or (800) 218-1383
Fax: (310) 861-1004
Email: keilah@changklein.com

